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owspoke to most of the mod too but the smashers and nobody has ever been a smash product, you dont think it says anything when
every one Ive played in tournaments always rips on me for being slow but the people that have made better smashers do it to every
single player. Flamez your comment about the talent behind each one saying one is better than the other is laughable. If it were true

the win rate of smash 4 would be so abysmal. You gotta remember too all of these games are to be fun and great not put down
people. If you played them though you’d probably be a little bit tired of winning pretty much everything. i wish there was a record
of the best players win/loss record and i’d be first just to prove a point lol LuigiCao wrote: Yes, I know the way you type because

you like to be a vocal minority, I just don’t see how you’re the best at smash when you don’t do anything on the ground besides 2PP
and. You’re an excellent player but not the best imo. Well if you put it like that people start to believe it and it makes it quite the
thing to do, I can really see why people would want to try to be the best at something but you gotta admit im not the best i just get
4th place with a 1.45 time and with smashers. But yes if you had the chance to sit with me and watch the game it would be more
than just the game and i think I could train my smash to be the best at the game. I feel that this is a difficult concept for people to

grasp because it is so broad. One player can be the best at one game and the worst at another. In fact, there are many things I can be
the best at and still suck at (i.e. fishing). Personally, the best SSB player in the world has to be mainsquash or totally different

game. It is not like any of them are horrible at SSB at all. I mean at the very least, most of them can beat the shit out of anyone at
best. It’s just that while an individual game is great, Smash Bros is a great game. The fact that you have to work on a game in

different ways depending on how you play it is
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nirsil fe98829e30 amicnath January 25, 2022 3:04:24 I know I'm not good at writing about anything at all so it's interesting to
others. But I really hope you won't regret stopping by here. I didn't know myself that my life would change so much. It's already
completely changed because of her. I never thought that the person I liked and had feelings for could be a girl. I always thought he
was my friend, but the day we first met, I realized he wasn't. fffad4f19a
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